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Last
week
the
Gospel
was
about
the soil
of the
ground.
How
the
seed
the
farmer
puts
into the ground will either produce good crop or not depending on where it lands and
what happens to it over a period of time. Such as; does the
seed get enough water, does
it get enough light, enough of
water and light, enough shade
from blistering sun, or not
enough sun and water and
shade? The Gospel was about
these things. Bishop Jim’s
message was about a whole
entire message altogether.
And that message put life into
another realm of living that
brought the gospel alive,
breathing and life giving. And
for that, I am sure, Jesus gave
a hearty, yahoo from heaven!

myself? I don’t know. I read
Scripture. I search creation. I
look at the hills and see the
many variations of color and
mountain faces and hear the
sounds of the seas and winds
and hear the birds but nothing
shook me to the core until last
Sunday when Bishop Jim
said, “Okay..so..is your life
doo? Look at what you are
saying..look at what you are
speaking..what did God say
when He created things..did
he say, ’O it’s sort of good..no!
‘ He said..’it is VERY GOOD!’”
Why do we go around saying
things to stamp out what He
put His seal of approval on
and wonder why we live in
fear and have no hope? Because we have let the devil
have our lives? We live as
victims and enjoy it! o my
gosh! When I heard those
words, my spirit rose up inside
of me and I got kicked like 65
times from my heels to my
scalp. I was ashamed. I could
barely go up to receive the
Lord. As a matter of fact, I did
not, because, I was ashamed.
Bishop Jim was right. My
words had made me who I
had been. When he challenged us to really spend this
Why do I say that? Well all I
week looking at our words,
can say is this. My life has
been a dustbowl of late. Sort being careful to look at what
we say before we say it (he
of a dry desert land, waiting
challenged the committed
for a wind to rise up and stir
couples mostly) but everyone
the pieces of life around and
give it something to chew on; in the room knew we had
something to inspire it to thrive been challenged, if you were
again; why have I not found it honest with God. I knew I had

to change. So this week I
have been reading Sirach.
Holy Moses! Want to talk
change your perspective!
Change your thinking! Change
your words!
This week, this whole life I
have lived has been about
looking past the end of my
nose and seeing that life isn’t
about being right, its being
humble before God and saying help me change. I admit,
its hard! I am the first to snap,
to grumble, to think the mean
thought. And I am a Nun!
Whats that about! Its about
being human first! My friend
Sonja reminded me of that. If
you cannot be human first,
you cannot be a servant of
God on any level. Pride will
destroy any walk. Pride will
destroy all walks. Humility
must be first. Humble human
elements of love must be who
God sees. And those are the
things that come over time.
the good seed that is exposed
to the sun, the rain, the snow,
the shade, the tough soil, the
good soil, the spirit of God, the
tests, the raising of the stem,
leaf and bud opening to God.
When its all been said and
done, the remembrance is,
empty and beautiful, it’s a life
surrendered to God who gave
it all to us. And my words are
the words that will bring another to Him, because they aren’t
my words at all, but His.
Thank you Bishop Jim for so
great a reminder.
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Fourth Editorial on the History of the Anglican Church and Communion: The
Stuarts and the Church of England—by Bishop Richard Mence
The Church of England, or Anglican Church, became officially separated from the Latin Church during
the reign of the Tudor monarchs of
England, 1509 to 1603 AD. During
this era considerable conflict between those leaning to Protestant
beliefs and those holding traditional
Roman Catholic beliefs vied for supremacy in the evolution of the
church in England.
During the reign of Elizabeth I’s
heir, James I (King James VI of
Scotland) who was the son of
Mary, Queen of Scots, came to
England and had his own personal
views on how the church should
evolve. James I moved to England shortly after the death of Elizabeth I in 1603. He is a believer in
the Divine Right of Kings and he is
a believer in the Apostolic Succession and has been believed to have
said “No bishop, no king.” He tended to be High Church in the ceremonial of the church as opposed to
the Low Church attitudes of various
Protestants including the Puritans.
Note the term High Church generally applies to those who believe in
the more Catholic-like ceremonial
while the Low Church believers
prefer lack of ceremonial and sacraments or statuary, etc. Events
during James’ reign included the
Gunpowder Plot where there was a
conspiracy by Catholics to blow up
the king and parliament together.
This resulted in a number of antiCatholic acts by parliament. A
committee was appointed in the
king’s name to make an English
Bible. In 1611 such a Bible was
approved referred to officially as
the Authorized Version of the Bible
and popularly referred to as the
King James Version. This Bible
would be most popular among

Protestants for the next four hundred years. In 1610 James I convinced the Church of Scotland to
adopt the episcopacy and reestablish the Apostolic Succession
in Scotland. James seemed to be
in conflict with parliament throughout his reign resisting any “power of
the purse” claimed by parliament.
This would result in the proroguing
of parliament on a number of occasions. Puritans continued to press
for the “optional” use of vestments,
hats and altar furniture in the
church and were still considered as
part of the Church of England.
One of the pillars of the Church of
England besides the Bible was the
Book of Common Prayer which
would evolve over the years with
various editions from 1549, 1552,
1604, and 1662. This last edition
would continue as an official BCP
until into the 21st century. In the
BCP are found the various services
used by the church; the services of
the hours, the Divine Liturgy, liturgies for the various sacraments,
and the 39 Articles of Religion
which delineates the specific beliefs of members of the Church of
England.
In 1625 James I died and was followed by his son, Charles I. Before
coming to the throne Charles marries a French princess who is Roman Catholic. She is allowed to
practice her faith in England and
Charles I and his son Charles are
greatly influenced by the Catholic
practices. Considerable conflict
arises between Charles I and parliament, especially the puritans. A
civil war breaks out in 1643 and
Charles I is finally defeated in 1649
and is tried for treason and executed. From January 30, 1649 until

1660 the Interregnum exists where
England is controlled by a select
parliament dominated by the Puritans while Oliver Cromwell is designated as Lord Protector of the
realm.
During the Interregnum the Puritans impose their own brand of
worship on the nation and attempt
to extend this to Scotland and Ireland. Religious holidays such as
Christmas and Easter are no longer
celebrated, church ceremonial and
church furnishings are highly simplified. There is no tolerance for
non-conformists and Catholics.
The Presbyterian forms of worship
were encouraged while the High
Church worship ceremonial was
forbidden. The 39 Articles of Religion were replaced by the Westminster Confession. The oppression of the reign of Puritanism becomes unendurable. When Oliver
Cromwell dies in 1658 the position
of Protector is given to his son
Richard who is not capable nor
have the force of personality to carry out these duties. Powers in parliament negotiate with Charles I’s
son, Charles, who is asked to return to England to become king as
Charles II. Charles II reigns as
King of Great Britain until 1688. He
re-establishes the Church of England and supports a High Church
approach to worship while secretly
favoring the Catholic practices of
worship. His brother, James, Duke
of York, becomes openly a practicing Catholic. This provokes the ire
of some members of parliament
who resist any recognition of the
Roman Catholic Church in Great
Britain and force laws barring Catholics from holding offices in the
state. James must lose his position

Continued on Page 3
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Fourth Editorial on the History of the Anglican Church and Communion: The
Stuarts and the Church of England—by Bishop Richard Mence
more power than the monarch has
today. This conflict continued for
as
nearly four years culminating in the
Lord
Bill of Rights and James’ eventual
Admi- deposition as king. Parliament ofral.
fered the throne to William, the
The
Stadtholder of the Netherlands and
relihusband to James’ eldest daughter
gious Mary. William would not accept
conunless his wife would become
flict
Queen Regnant along with him.
initiat- The Church of England supported
ed the the deposition of James as he was
two
unable to take the Oath upholding
main the Protestant Succession and his
politi- favoring of the Roman Catholics in
cal parties in English politics; Whig England. He would flee England
or progressive, and, Tory, which
and live in exile in Rome where he
was considered conservative and
and his son would continue to
High Church in worship and supclaim to be legitimate rulers of
ported the king. Charles was reGreat Britain and champion the
ceived into the Roman Catholic
Catholic cause. This exile would
Church on his deathbed. He was
continue to plague the British govchildless and his younger brother, ernment for fifty years before it
who was already a baptized Rowould be laid to rest during the earman Catholic, became king.
ly reigns of kings after the end of
the Stuart dynasty. During this peJames II would be King of Great
riod the Church of England would
Britain from 1685 until 1688. He
naturally favored having Catholics begin to spread to British colonies
around the world and become
in positions of importance in the
government despite the Exclusion more or less an institution within
Laws. He was in constant conflict the British government. While the
with parliament and the Church of Church of England became the established church it could not domiEngland and, as king, had much
Continued from Page 2

nate the religious terrain but occupied the center between nonconformists and other Protestant
denominations on the one side and
the still powerful Roman Catholic
Church on the other. Still those
denominations outside of the
Church of England would remain
generally disenfranchised until the
19th century.
The Glorious Revolution deposing
James II brought his son in law and
daughter to the throne of Great
Britain. William III and Queen
Mary II ruled Great Britain together
from 1688 until 1702. William
would reign alone after the death of
Mary II in 1693. The status of the
Church of England would continue
through the reigns of William and
Mary and Mary’s younger sister
Anne who would rule Great Britain
from March, 1702 until August,
1714. Following the death of
Queen Anne the throne would pass
to the Elector of Hanover, George
I, her cousin, because the Act of
Succession of 1701 prohibited
Catholics from eligibility to rule
Great Britain. The History of the
Church of England and the Anglican Communion will continue in
the next essay.

Do You Seriously Think That God Cannot Use You?—by Deacon Darren Hayes
We all have seen the post on face
book or heard the assorted stories
or have read them about all the
things that the disciples were,
things that we would typically use
to keep us from doing what God is
calling us to do. You know the
one stating that God doesn’t call
the qualified, he qualifies the
called. Well it is true Regardless
of whom we are or what we have

done God has something for us to you don’t have a certain paper you
do and only he can qualify us to
are not capable of completing certain jobs. When in reality you may
be the ones to do it.
be more qualified than anyone
Society tends to underestimate
people placing them in categories else. Don’t let society bring you
saying that they are able or unable down keep yourself looking up and
to do something. If you have done continue to press forward in doing
a certain crime you are no longer the things that are a positive and
allowed to do certain things. If you reinforcing force in your life.
learn at a certain pace you can
only go so far, jobs feel that if

Continued on Page 9
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A New Window—by Cody Carter
mind’s eye, a window to elevate the
interior of the Sanctuary to that of
an old Cathedral. I could hardly
contain my excitement as I told Father Jim about what I could see.
And as I filled in the details, I believe he could see it to.
After we spoke, I raced home to
see if there was anything on the
internet that could come close to
what I had seen. I believe that if I
have thought of it, so has at least
seven other people in the world
and one of them may have posted
an idea on the World Wide Web. I
was not disappointed, there was
something close to what I had envi“I saw a stained glass window, and sioned, and I sent the image over
it was beautiful. Yes, as I explained to Father Jim to get his thoughts.
what I saw to Father Jim, he
We emailed back and forth, and
soaked it up and I believe he could then it came time to see if the glass
see it too…”
guy whose name is Ron, could
You may ask what I am talking
make something like it for us.
about, and it is something that is so A few days passed, and then Ron
awesome, I am amazed it went
sent an email back saying he
from a simple thought to a real
would be able to design a
stained glass window. A window
window for us… The excitethat is currently getting ready to be ment was just that, a thrill ininstalled behind the Alter at Glory
side my body like going down
to God Old Catholic Church. A win- a drop on a rollercoaster…
dow that I envisioned in my head
Sheer excitement, yet with a
just two months prior to me writing little bit of the unknown too,
this. As I told Father Jim, I will say as everything seemed to be
to you that there will be a stained
going into place. Of course
glass window with a white Dove
the next step was financing…
above a Red Cross, and it will look and what I uttered was that, “if
magnificent.
it is meant to happen, it will”.
It all happened one afternoon while
I was speaking to Father Jim in the
Sanctuary. He was telling me about
trying to re-enforce a wall in order
for it to hold up some really pretty
tile. As I was pondering what
course of action would be needed,
my mind races from the tile to a
stained glass window. I could see
this very pretty window in my

Wow, to say the least. I did
not feel like anything was going to hold us back, and that
we would see the window
made of stained glass with a
white Dove and a Red Cross.
The next step was a way to
back light the window, which
Ron had shown us a remarka-

ble product that was new on the
market. LED lighting bright as
bright can be, which was flat and
was like tape and even had a sticky
adhesive on the back so it could
stick to a wall, or any hard surface.
Amazing, just truly amazing, a nice
bright light from behind, so the
stained glass window will be able to
shine bright and look brilliant.
So, here we are to the final steps of
the window being installed. I am
sure this will be as exciting for you
all as it is for me. I suppose the
moral to this story is: Dream and
dream big, put it out there, have
faith in your words and when it returns to you it will be so worth it. I
am living proof that you can dream
something and see it come to pass.
Amen.
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A New Window—by Bishop Jim Morgan
Summer has really come to Utah
as it has to much of our United
States. Along with hotter tempera-

tures has come lighter attendance at Mass and weekend
functions at church as it bows
before the congregational onrush to escape the heat of the
city and embrace the lure of
cooler campgrounds and parks,
river and lake swimming, boating and fishing and generally
the peace of trees, mountains,
and vistas of fields of grass and
flowers.

been pondering for some time what
improvement we wanted to make
to our Sanctuary. Members of the
Parish Council and the Deacons
have come up with a brilliant
and beautiful addition. Included
are several pictures of the Art
Glass that will be installed, the
area it will be installed in and a
picture of the creator of our concept, Mr. Ron Johnson, the
owner of, Stain Glass Overlay
Designer Glass at 1414 S West
Temple, Salt Lake City, UT
84115 (801) 466-5344.

Ron is a good friend, a brilliant designer and craftsman that has deHowever, for those of us for whom signed the two pieces of Stain
this idyllic escape is not an option, Glass Overlay we have in our
work and projects at church contin- church and many other churches
ue as we anticipate the return of
as well. He is a very personable
our truant members. One such pro- and kind man and we unhesitatingject that is happening here at Glory ly recommend him for the stain
To God Old Catholic Church is an glass needs of your parish, busiaddition of a new piece of Stain
ness or home. If you have believed
Glass that will grace the area bethat this ancient and traditional
hind the Tabernacle. We have
teaching tool was beyond your

budget just submit your design to
Ron and be prepared to be surprised.
Our new piece of Stain Glass Overlay will be back lit by high intensity
LED tape lighting giving the impression of natural sunlight pouring
through the glass.
Absence from church during the
summer months is a reality for us
Catholics as it is for other denominations. In light of that fact and as
an incentive to become regular in
their attendance at Mass, we will
have a “Kick Off” catered dinner
and this new piece of glass installed and ready for Sunday Mass
on September 14, 2014. Welcoming back our peace filled, tanned,
recreationally fulfilled congregants
to a Fall and Winter filled with anticipation of a fruitful, renewed relationship and encounters with Jesus
the Christ our Lord and Savior. We
pray to the Lord. Lord, hear our
prayer!
Happy summer to all y’alll.
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Positive Thinking—by Cody Carter
We all have heard the same thing
over and over again… but do we
follow the simple rule? You get
back what you put out, whether it is
of a Positive nature, or a Negative
one. We are all so used to being in
a mindset that comes naturally,
and it is usually the later mentioned
above. It seems normal because
we are exposed to it on a daily basis, all around us via the news,
friends, telephone, text, etc. It
seems to pour out of our mouths
so easily… Do we even realize
what we are saying? Do we realize
that we are using words to put an
outcome in motion? I know that this
topic is talked about often and
there is a reason.

the power of projection. If you have
ever watched a sci-fi program
called Battlestar Galactica, then
you know what I am talking about.
It is the ability to see the outcome
you want, or where you would like
to be. It is putting your goals,
dreams, and missions out into the
great universe, and seeing those
goals, dreams and missions become fulfilled.

What an awesome tool, the power
to place anything in motion, the
power to improve upon ourselves,
our family, friends, and even our
enemies. Yes, I said even our enemies. Instead of wishing an ill fate
towards the enemy, wouldn’t it be
better to put out into the universe
Our words are a powerful tool, and that you want to build a relationship
we have the ability to harness a
with them, and that they have the
great outcome to all we strive to
opportunity for good to enter into
accomplish. It is so easy, yet it es- their lives. Wow, what a concept,
capes many of us. I like to call it
and so easy. So easy that we over-

look it on a regular basis, complaining of our aches, pains, troubles,
etc.
Once you learn this, you will know
the secret to how things come to
us all in life. Ever wonder how
some people seem to have everything going their way? Well, this is
how it goes their way… They think
about it, out it out into the world,
and it happens.
It is time to turn the tables and put
your faith to the test. Tell yourself
that you are a great person, you
will have an abundance of everything you need, you have no body
aches or pains, etc. Do this for 30
days and see what the results are
at the end… You will be surprised
and much happier, heathier and all
around more positive.

Time Passes—by Sister Ann Roe
It is midJuly, but
summer is
drawing to
a close. I
see ads for
the Weber
County
Fair on the
sides of
busses.
The crops
are coming
in. The prize pumpkin is nearly
ready to be shown in a few weeks.
Soon , very soon now, it will be
time for canning and bottling, jars
filled with gold and purple and red
that glow on the countertop like
jewels in the low setting sun. It is
still hot. The lower mountains have
lost their spring green shimmer
and now, in the early morning

haze, are tan, beige and brown,
interrupted by the dark green of
the scrubby junipers that cling for
dear life on the slopes. Where they
find water to survive this time of
year is a mystery to me.
Time moves on and on. It seems
once the first crocus appears poking through the snow, the parade
of garden flowers marches ever
more quickly. Daffodils, tulips, lilacs, iris, poppies, daylilies...each
a delight in which to revel in their
season, for so soon they are done.
It is four years ago today that I left
my Mom sleeping on the couch.
The dog was restless so we took
her outside to play with the hose.
When I came in, Mom’s slow soft
breathing had stopped. Her little
body lay so still, so small. She--her spirit, her laughter, her soul—

were gone. Her season was over.
The whole week previous to this
day she had told us of her vivid
dreams of the people from her life,
and how glad they were, in the
dreams, to see her. She loved
many people, so some of these
dreams were about noisy, happy
reunions.
I could not cry. I was numb. But I
also knew in my heart that she was
now in a place of light and love.
That’s what she had been telling
me.
So four years have passed. Other
losses followed. Grief, when it finally kicked in, broke me. It was
the grace of God that led me to His
sanctuary. And what was there?
Light and love. And Who was

Continued on Page 7
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Ordination from the Eyes of a Seminarian—by Sister Mary Unger, OSB

On June 7, 2014, we had the ordination in our parish of two humble
men that desired to serve God in
the most holy of ways. Deacons
Jesus and Harvey had both prepared well. Jesus in Puerto Rico
and Harvey here. They were busy a
Deacons, serving the spiritual
needs of the infirm in the nursing
home where our church ministers,
and the HIV/AIDS community in
Puerto Rico. Homilies had been
written, practiced, and given. Eucharist was shared in communion
services that they performed. Sacramental assistance for the priests
and Bishop were performed on an
as-needed basis. Lots of “handson” training exercises were completed. In addition to their own duContinued from Page 6

ties, they found time for ME, the
“newbie”. Encouragement, education and guidance were and still are
being provided to me as the “new
recruit” in the seminary process.
Presence at my temporary vows
was afforded. Assistance into my
new Benedictine habit was given.
Support of my priestly vocation to
my family was shared. Love was
evidenced. God’s love. Selfless
love. Love I can only hope to emulate to ones coming after me.

tion at communion made me feel
intimately connected to each one
who came to the altar. Everyone
celebrated as one for God’s new
priests. A love-affirming day for
God and His field-workers, for sure.

Yes, these two beautiful men became priests. I had never attended
an ordination before and I was
“wowed” beyond compare. So
beautiful, in its regal appearance.
Yet so humbling seeing these men
prostrated before God and the
community. I had the opportunity to
be of service to them both by being
the acolyte and the thurifer at the
mass. (If you have never done it,
being a thurifer takes a lot of practice!!) After the new priests’ hands
were anointed, I was part of the
group with our Utah Sisters that
attended to the Bishop to clean the
hands. Providing the paten for each
person to receive Jesus in celebra-

The ordinations of these wonderful
men were not experiences in a vacuum. The community of love surrounded them, including our Bishop
Bernie and the priests at St Julian’s
who attended all the masses and
practices to the Sisters from Utah,
and all the local and visiting clergy
that filled a whole, long row of
seats. It made me know that God
wants us to feel His strength, His
love, and His benevolence. I am so
grateful that my calling brought me
to this church in enough time to witness this beautiful sacrament being
bestowed. It was an experience not
to be missed.

The following day, both of the
priests’ first masses occurred. Father Harvey said mass at the nursing home and Father Jesus at St
Julian’s. How awesome it was to
watch both perform the sacred consecration for the first time!

Fr. Gus our Expert Benedictine Habit Maker.

there? Jesus, my Brother,
my best Friend, Who had
been waiting patiently for
me. And why was I there?
To be healed so that He
may heal others through
me. And how will this happen? He has taken my hand
and in ways I cannot understand, shows me His love,
which has always been and
always will be. I let go. Let
the seasons pass. His way
leads to delight and I follow.
Contact Fr. Gus Thru Fr. John Kraft @310-908-0333
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Ordinary Time—Contributed by Bishop Jim Morgan
If the faithful are to mature in the
spiritual life and increase in faith,
they must descend the great mountain peaks of Easter and Christmas
in order to "pasture" in the vast verdant meadows of tempus per annum, or Ordinary Time.

ence should be a lesson in life,
teaching us the importance of recognizing the different periods of our
time on earth: the need to reflect
on and capture the spirit of each,
and to live appropriately.

Sunday by Sunday, the Pilgrim
Church marks her journey through
the tempus per annum as she processes through time toward eternity.

When we are young, we are in a
hurry to grow old. During our Summer strength, we are much too
busy. In our maturity, we agonize
over lost purpose. And as we decline, we so often wish to return to
youth. It is part of the difficulty of
being human to struggle against
the obvious: "For everything, there
is a season, and a time for every
matter under heaven" (Ecclesiastes
3:1).

Seasons: The Lesson of Life
By Dr. Jeff Mirus / CatholicCulture.Org

The Seasons of Life

Man was made for seasons, and
seasons for man. This is true of all
kinds of seasons, but the crackling
clarity of Fall has brought it once
again to mind. The changing of the The key is to understand what matter or purpose suits each time or
ORDINARY TIME IS ANYTHING seasons reminds us of the passing season. This is extraordinarily diffiof our lives.
BUT ORDINARY!
cult because it requires three very
The Seasons of Nature
rare commodities: peace, discernWhat is Ordinary Time?
The most universal of the seasons ment and reliable instruction. Left
The rhythm of the liturgical seato ourselves, most of us would nevare the seasons of the year. In
sons reflects the rhythm of life —
each there is both a mood and an er become wiser than nature forces
with its celebrations of anniverus to be through her largely inchoinvitation to reflection which has
saries and its seasons of quiet
ate discipline and charm. We would
been part of the wisdom of man
growth and maturing.
from the beginning. Every age and doubtless gain some inkling of the
importance of nurturing the young,
Ordinary Time, meaning ordered or every culture recognizes the new
numbered time, is celebrated in
birth of Spring, Summer’s strength, of using our abilities to create and
build, of directing others in our matwo segments: from the Monday
the glorious decline of Fall, and
turity, of distilling and passing on
following the Baptism of Our Lord
Winter’s death. The seasons are
our reflections as we age.
up to Ash Wednesday; and from
tuned to the mysteries of life. NaPentecost Monday to the First Sun- ture's cycle brings a certain inevita- But to what end? So that the seaday of Advent. This makes it the
ble understanding—sometimes joy- sons can go round and round again
largest season of the Liturgical
ous, often poignant—even to urin what some have called the
Year.
banites.
wheel of time? So that we can die
and be forgotten, as meaningless
In vestments usually green, the col- Most of us are able to relive this
or of hope and growth, the Church cycle many times, which is certain- as the dust from which we came?
This is indeed the wisdom of those
counts the thirty-three or thirty-four ly a blessing, especially when we
who think they have been left to
Sundays of Ordinary Time, inviting consider how often we realize too
themselves. How very fortunate it
her children to meditate upon the
late that we have rushed distractis not so.
whole mystery of Jesus the Christ edly through a season which is
– his life, miracles and teachings – now passing away, an occasion of
Continued on Page 9
in the light of his Resurrection.
regret rather than joy. This experi-
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Continued from Page 8
The Seasons of God
Every true season is made by God.
This first lesson of nature, which
speaks so eloquently of a Creator,
is by no means the least important.
It ought to lead us to wonder
whether God does not somehow
create and orchestrate the seasons
of our lives as He does the seasons of the year. To put the matter
more formally, the contemplation of
nature ought to serve as a gentle
interior argument for some sort of
revelation. It ought to spur us to
find out whether nature’s God has
also communicated in a language
that we can more fully understand.
It is, of course, a long argument
from there to Christianity. But at the
end of that argument, we should
not be surprised to find that God
has also a supernatural set of seasons which He uses to translate
the wisdom of the natural seasons
into a language of purpose for our
lives. These are the liturgical sea-

sons, which enshrine not only the
whole history of our salvation, but
the blueprint for our response.

expectation is fulfilled.

Now we know not only how to live
each season of life but why; and
not only our purpose but also our
The Liturgical Seasons
The Liturgical Year begins with Ad- destiny. The renewed stretch of
vent, this year starting on Novem- Ordinary Time which marks the last
portion of the Liturgical Year is no
ber 28th. Advent is the period of
longer misperceived as ordinary in
preparation for that Revelation to
which all nature points. The Christ- the sense of uninteresting, but ordimas season follows, a time of birth nary in the sense of a regular motion of the weeks and months by
and creative growth in which the
which we measure our progress
Revelation will become visible.
toward the goal and the Gift we
Through the period of Ordinary
have received.
Time following Christmas, we become increasingly aware that this
The Flight of Time
marvel of birth and growth will ma- Yet time flies, and we miss so
ture into something challenging,
much. As with the natural seasons,
something for which we must train.
so with the supernatural: instead of
Lent provides this time of training,
greeting them with joy and living
an intense effort to be somehow
them through, we so often awaken
ready for the full impact of the
only just in time to regret their
growing Revelation. Then the Sapassing. The arrival of Fall once
cred Triduum of Holy Thursday,
Good Friday and Holy Saturday
again reminds us of a prodigious
unfolds the Revelation point by dif- responsibility to love all of our seaficult point, culminating in the East- sons and use them well—one of
er Season in which the fullness of
the clearest lessons nature has to
Truth bursts upon us in a moment
of intense joy because, at last, our give.

Do You Seriously Think That God Cannot Use You?—by Deacon Darren Hayes
We
are
all called to be Disciples of Christ
and to go forth and teach and
share in fellowship the things that
we have gained and know of
Christ. Part of this is taking what
we have learned and engaging others in discussions. We take that
part of us that is a burning light of
God’s Love and share it with others
so that they can experience the
same love through us. At least a
portion of that love.
Continued from Page 3

and situations we go through.
Keeping a positive outlook in life is
a good way for us to show people
that we are present in a loving and
reassuring way. Another way is to
work within the community to give
back to those that need help
around us. There are so many
different ways to which one can
use their own abilities to help bring
others closer to Christ.

to share that with others. This includes being able to share our faith
without being frightened. To share
the things that you find to be meaningful in your life and also to share
the things that you feel are not
quite useful in your life. We need
each other to continue to thrive.

So remember and keep in mind as
you go through your normal daily
routine, when you have little moOne thing that we need to keep in ments of thinking that there is nothmind as we evangelize is that we
ing for you to be doing here--there
don’t have to be biblical scholars.
definitely is. God needs all of us.
As disciples of God we should alWe don’t have to have every page Because in reality only we as indiways be showing a level of joy in
or story in the Bible memorized. All viduals can do the job that God has
our life. Spreading joy through our we have to have is a relationship
called us to do.
words and actions and the activities and a belief in Christ and be willing
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Gardening in Utah—by Deacon Joseph Wegener
Every year I create a garden spot toes.” I also have brought a fondin our (Jim and mine) miniscule
ness for Rhubarb from Alaska. I
back yard. This year it is Rhubarb also have my mothers’ recipe for
and Tomatoes. Utah presents an
Strawberry
intensely hot growing season and it
Rhubarb Pie
is filled with do’s and don’ts. The
which I am
zone, we who are in Ogden, apincluding
pear to be in is 6-b:
here:
Utah Planting Zones – USDA Map
Of Utah Growing Zones

Mary Agnes’ Strawberry Rhubarb Pie

Utah USDA Plant Hardiness Map
Gardening in Utah is much easier
when gardeners implement species of plants that are compatible
with the plant hardiness zone in
which they live. The map above is
the latest version of the Utah plant
map, which was released in early
2012.
Utah zones include a frosty 4a in
the north to a balmy 9a in the
southwest. Extreme winter temperatures range from -30 to 20 F. With
this much variance in one state,
gardeners do well to know which
zone they live in.
When you purchase flowers,
shrubs and trees according to the
Utah planting map, you are not
guaranteed that they will survive,
as there are other factors that
come into play. However, it is a
great place to start when searching
for new plants for your garden and
landscape.
Since we have a fondness for Tomatoes this year I concentrated on
two species, “Cherry Tomatoes”
and another called “Beefy Toma-

(Ingredients
Original recipe makes 1 - 9 inch pie
2 1/4 cups all-purpose flour
1 teaspoon salt
1/2 cup vegetable oil
6 tablespoons milk
5 medium stalks rhubarb, cut into 1
1/2 inch pieces
1 1/2 cups sliced fresh strawberries
1 1/2 cups white sugar
3 1/2 tablespoons tapioca
1 pinch salt
1 1/2 teaspoons ground nutmeg
Directions
To Make Crust: In a large bowl,
combine the flour and the salt.
Place the 1/2 cup oil in a 1 cup
sized measuring cup and top with
the 6 tablespoons of milk. DO NOT
MIX! Pour oil and milk over flour
and blend with a fork until it forms
a ball of dough. Divide dough into 2
balls. Place one ball on sheet of
waxed paper. Top with another
sheet of waxed paper and roll out
to fit your pie plate. Repeat with

remaining ball of dough. Peel top
paper off of one crust and flip
dough into pie plate. Peel off paper
and press dough in. Save remaining dough for top crust.
Preheat oven to 425 degrees F
(220 degrees C).
To Make Filling: Mix the rhubarb,
strawberries, sugar, tapioca, salt
and nutmeg until the fruit is well
coated. Pour filling into the crust
and dot with butter. Cover with top
crust, seal edges and cut three 1
inch slits in top of crust.
Bake pie at 425 degrees F (175
degrees C) for 20 minutes. Reduce
temperature to 375 degrees F (190
degrees C) and bake for an additional 20 minutes. Let pie cool before cutting.
Adjust the sugar if you like it a
bit more tart)
which makes growing it all the
more special. (Pssssst My Mom’s
recipe is a secret so Don’t tell anyone?) So, as you might imagine, in
our garden this year, for the first
time is you guessed it… Rhubarb.
Jim planted an Apricot tree last
year and I planted Raspberry bushes. This year brought a harvest of
both to our surprise and great
pleasure. Gardening is something
we do together and we both highly
recommend it as one of many
ways of strengthening a relationship. We believe that it is a good
spiritual experience for single persons as well. Participating in and
watching God’s miracle of growth
and fruitfulness is truly and inspiring and spiritual experience. Plus
you get the reward of a harvest
and it can be done on the smallest
of pieces of ground. We even have
some tomatoe plants in containers
and it is working very well. God
bless and have a great summer.
Deacon Joseph.
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Be Yourself—by Deacon Darren Hayes
When we
wake in
the morning we
take a moment to
instantly
judge ourselves.
Sometimes
we see
ourselves
in the positive and sometimes we see them
in the negative. What we need to
keep in mind when we first awaken
in the daytime is that we need to
live in the positive, we need to remind ourselves how great we are
and how precious and beautiful we
are to God.

you and how do you plan on using way you love, teach the way you
them?
teach, learn the way you learn,
allow yourself to show others the
As you go through life remember
that sometimes you have to laugh way that you live life. We all have
different ways that we function and
at yourself when you think that
get through with the things before
things are not going right or that
us. We can learn and gain from
something you think should be
your gift seems to be not working one another. After all God didn’t
create us to be alone. Allow the
in the way that you wish it to be.
personality that God has placed
Perhaps God hasn’t fully let that
gift be brought to its full potential in within you to shine. Allow yourself
to radiate Gods creation. Show
you at that time.
God’s light from within yourself
Remember to not fear learning
and show those around you love.
new things and discovering who
We need to realize that because
you are in God. Just let God lead we have all been given an individyou to discover your true purpose. ual design we need one another to
When you finally fully know what it complete the things in life that God
is that God wants you to be doing has entrusted us to do. We all are
in your life the more happy and
here to complete certain tasks.
secure you will be with knowing
One of the reasons God has put
who you are.
us together is so that we may comWe take a look at ourselves and
Also, take time to remember how plete these tasks. Together and
realize that we are individuals;
there is nothing identical about any blessed you are from the very be- as One.
of us. We are a creation that God ginning. God was thinking about
We were created to be ourselves
has made and we each are a per- you before you were brought you to love God and to allow God to
sonal design and masterpiece by into this life, he brought what was love us, to allow Jesus the Christ
necessary together so that you
God. He has created each of us
into our lives so that he may be
could
be
born
and
life
your
life
in
our salvation, because he is the
for a specific reason.
the potential purposes that have
truth, the way, and the life. Take
So what drives you to do the
been placed before you. Never
the time to stop comparing yourthings that you do? What keeps
think of yourself as an accident
self to others and just take the time
you being you? Since you are
because you were put here on pur- to live life the way you were meant
your own masterpiece designed by pose, God’s purpose.
to and intended to.
God what do you plan to do with
that information? What gifts have Never hide who you are from peoyou discovered that God has given ple. Always be yourself, love the

Bishop Bernie Tending
to his Flock.

